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“True heroism is remarkably sober, very undramatic. It is not the urge to surpass all others at 




Despite an early contact between Spain and the Philippine Island in the early 16th century, 
the Spaniards did not successfully conquer the Philippines until 1571, during an expedition led by 
Miguel Lopez de Legaspi. Thereafter, Philippines became a colony of Spain. In provincial context 
particularly in southern Philippines, Spanish influence was hardly felt in Davao until 1848, when an 
expedition of 70 men and women led by Don Jose Cruz de Uyanguren, a native of Vergara, 
Guipuzcoa, Spain, came to establish a Christian settlement in an area of mangrove swamps that is 
not the Bolton Riverside. At the period, Davao was ruled by a chieftain named Datu Bago considered 
the most powerful datu in the Gulf area, strongly opposed Spanish intrusion and invasion of the 
region. However, despite the strong resistance of Datu Bago, he was defeated by Uyanguren’s 
religious mission and subsequently rename the region Nueva Guipozcoa, a name taken from his 
home in Spain. 
 
Heroism, the manifestation of great courage in a nation consistently beset by adversity, 
poverty and a long history of captivity by foreign powers, has been a defining factor in the Philippine 
nation’s history.1 Thus, the study seeks to explore the life of Datu Bago and how he resisted Spanish 
colonialism, thereafter commended his heroism in the province. In fact, a Dato Bago award is given 
every area on its outstanding residents in Davao who have brought honor and distinction to their 
home city. Moreover, despite his well known contribution in the region, his life and role has not 
been revealed in the study of Philippine history. 
 




Upon writing this paper, the author found out that Davao region was founded in the latter 
part of the 19th century – during the least 50 years of the 333 period of Spanish rule in the 
Philippines. Some of the definite reasons of the delay were the general picturesque of Mindanao 
including the Muslim settlements of Sulu and Maguindanao and several other provinces; another 
 
1 Margaret Louise Costello. The Filipino Ringside community: National Identity and the Heroic 
Myth of Manny Pacquiao. Thesis, George town University, Washington D.C., 1990. 
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one is the difference of tradition and culture between the Muslims, the natives, and the Spanish 
authorities in Manila. 
 
The local inhabitants – natives and the Moros had their own established culture and 
tradition. They had a long association with their religion Islam and they will defend it any time if 
there will be intrusion of an outsider. One established fact is the Sultanate of Sulu and Sultanate of 
Maguindanao which stayed, settled, and controlled selected provinces in Mindanao, longer than the 
entire Spanish colonization in the Philippines. The Moros had been enjoying their lives before the 
Spaniards arrived – had their own system of government, had trading and commercial activities 
within the neighboring provinces and extending it as far as other Asian countries, they have their 
own justice system, and among others. But with the start of Spanish invasion and conquest, it 
resulted to different skirmishes between the two camps, the so called Moro wars which lasted until 
the Spaniards left Mindanao. Though the Spanish favored in terms of their weaponry but the 
courageous and fierce fighter Moro stood and fight against them. But despite of the hostile 
resistance of the most number of Moros, still the Spaniards were flourishing in establishing Christian 
settlements and made frequent conversion of the natives and even Moro to embrace Christianity 
which even in this present time, the Christian settlement still existed. 
 
Another reason of its delay was the rise of Davao historical figure; a leader represented an 
aberration against the prevailing abject of acceptance of defeat, and subservience by the Filipinos to 
the ruling powers. In the prosaic history of Davao, this hero provided an exclamation point to an 
otherwise monotonous chronology of history. If for that alone, he was a hero2. This hero was known 
as Datu Bago, who was considered as a pirate and an oppressor getting tribute from other tribes and 
classified by Spanish historian as nothing more than a pirate and a brigand. However, he was figured 
prominently in the history of his native land as a hero for he resisted fiercely the imposition of 
Spanish policies through armed means. 
 
A study of the life of the individual who is revered as a hero by the Davaowenans will enable 
us to gather historical facts that will help us understand the indigenous people of that place. An 
insight into the life, deeds, and principles that animated this figure in Southern Philippines may help 
us and our people understand currents events. His ascendancy may have been accidental but he 
dared to fight against foreign colonial suppression on his native land. His shrewdness and love for his 
native land were instrumental to the staging of a more armed rebellion against the Spaniards and 
thereafter the Americans during the late 19th century and the first decade of the 20th century. 
 
This descriptive – narrative history of Davao history is limited to the period of the late 19th 
century. It is hoped that it will throw some lights of rarely unexplored areas in Philippine history and 
contribute to the literature of that area. There have been studies of Davao history 
 
2 Josefina c. San Pedro. The Datu Bago Awardees: 1969 – 1995. Datu Bago Foundation, Inc. 
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such as those Macarui Tui published in 2003, Davao 1890-1910: Conquest and Resistance in the 
Garden of Gods; Heidi Gloria published in 1979, Ang Kasaysayan ng Davao, 1847 – 1945; Gloria 
Dabbay published in 1987, Davao history: It’s History and Progress; and Eric Casino’s version of 
Davao’s History published on 1998. However, those works of art have touched only a part of the 
region’s history and many documents wait to be tapped. 
 
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
 
Having studied more than thirty primary and secondary sources made me realized more that 
indeed, our country’s history was historically documented of different perspectives. A lot has been 
written politically, socially, culturally and religiously which deserves to be studied and evaluated. 
Most of the sources explored the provinces and key areas of Luzon and Visayas extensively. 
However, few of the sources given have a lesser amount of discussion in Mindanao. Not enough to 
cover various component of integrating it to national history. As scholars and historian believed, 
there will be no comprehensive discussion of the history of a country if it will not be incorporated by 
a local history. 
 
History of the Filipino people entails more on Central Luzon, especially of the Tagalogs. 
Important events and developments in other parts of Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao were in passing, 
worst of it, it wasn’t mentioned at all. Which means that studying the history of the Filipinos have 
somewhat a misrepresentation by not taking into full account the unique different characters of the 
historical, social, and political experiences of the various tribes of Filipino from different parts of the 
country. 
 
Thus, the researcher in this subject chooses to study about a local history entitled Exploring 
Mindanao in 19th century: Davao’s Socio – Political affair. As a Mindanaon herself, Davao was her 
main subject matter preferred since the province is one of the largest, richest, and had a colorful 
history of different genre but intertwined with three major players – Natives, Muslims, and the 
Christians. Furthermore, studying a local history through Davao’s history served as a compilation of 
our histories which gave us more proofs on what really happened in the past. Studying the local 
history of Davao particularly a life history of one’s local history reflects more of my own identity, 
experiences, and aspirations as a Mindanaon. 
 
DAVAO: GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 
GEOGRAPHY AND ITS PEOPLE 
 
Davao is located in the southeastern corner in the island of Mindanao, southern Philippines. 
It is a region which comprises the provinces of Davao, Davao Del Sur, Davao Oriental, South 
Cotabato, Sarangani and General Santos City. A well endowed land, Davao province is bordered by 
swamps, jungles, sandy beaches, and high mountain ranges, most significant of which is the 
country’s highest peak Mt. Apo – 10,311 feet above sea level. The city lies at the mouth of Davao 
Gulf, situated at the northeastern part of Davao province. Furthermore, it has a total land area of 
244,000 hectares which makes it the world’s second 
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most extensive city. Its mild and pleasant climate with evenly distributed rainfall and low incidence 
of typhoons is ideal for agriculture. The city is at its coolest on the month of November to February 
(it averages 25 degrees Celsius), and hottest from March to May (temperatures rises from 28 to 32 
degrees Celsius). August is the best month to observe local culture “Kadayawan”, a fruit and flower 
festival held every second week of August where it features street dancing, tribal shows, and an agro 
industrial fair. 
 
In the southern part of the country, one can find the biggest tracts of lands where huge fruit 
(banana) plantations and ornamental flowers gardens (orchid plantation) are located. Aside from 
banana, pomelos and other plantation include abaca, ramie, corn, rice, coffee, and coconuts. While 
the orchid plantation yields a wide variety of rare and endemic species such as waling waling. In 
addition, fishing is also a major industry of the province. Panga, the tuna fish’s jaws and the bariles 
(its belly), share a top billing status with the redolent “King of Fruits” the durian. Davao’s fine natural 
harbor, sheltered by the Island of Samal, makes it an international port where the province’s 
agricultural, marine and manufacturing products are shipped. There were three government ports 
and 11 private ports servicing both the interisland and foreign bound vessels. 
 
Economically, the investments in Davao city are on the upsurge. In terms of value, 1993 saw 
a phenomenal growth of 3,420% over 1992. While in 1995, the number of projects saw an increase 
of 191% over 1994. 
 
Davao City is considered as the world’s largest city in terms of land area, which is 2,443.6 
square kilometers. In 2000 census, it has an estimated population of 1,006,84 accounting to 19% of 
the entire Southern Mindanao region. It is also the second biggest urban markets within the East 
ASEAN Growth Polygon. 
 
According to Dabay (1987), speaking of people living in the region, Davao city is composed of 
many ethnic-cultural groups of diverse background, customs, and dialects that co exist. Spanish, 
American, Japanese, and Muslim combined with the culture of indigenous ethnic tribe and those of 
other migrants from Luzon and Visayas yielded the varied culture of Davao. This indigenous ethnic 
tribe referred to the Atas, Bagobos (Guingans, Obo, Tagabawa), Mandayas, Mansakas, Kalagans and 
Manobos. 
 
She further added that the province of Davao is a microcosm of Philippine culture and 
society because it is a community wherein the three community patterns that somehow affected 
Philippine history at present. These three community patterns include the indigenous tribe, the 
Muslim (moro) communities, and the communities of the Christian Filipinos and foreigners. Muslim, 
Christian Filipinos, and Pagan generally belong to the Malay and Indonesian race. It is the Christian 
Filipinos occupies a place of dominance that it forms the majority while the Muslim and Indigenous 
tribe forms the minority. 
 
The present population characterized the result of the unusual blending of contradictory 
qualities of the early people of the province and the migrants from Luzon and Visayas during the 
early years of 1930s. Thus, its cultural background were diverse that existed different regional social 
groups and organization. Historically, it was the Atas 
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considered to be the earliest indigenous tribe to settle in Davao and could be found in the jungles of 
unexplored areas beyond the hills of Little Baguio in Calinan and Lacson in Davao City. While the 
Bagobo tribe is considered the most peaceful tribe in which most of them live in the hinterlands of 
Guinga, Baracatan, Baguio, and Calinan. Aside from being a peaceful tribe, they were also the most 
educated and the most advanced among the indigenous tribe. The Muslims on the other hand, are 
found in Davao city came from other parts of Mindanao. They are Tausugs, Yakans, Maguindanaons, 
Maranaos, and Kalagans. The Kalagan Muslims belong to the bigger group of minorities living in 
Davao city. 
 
Davao City boasts of beautiful sceneries, historic spots, beach resorts, and wonderful natural 
resources. Davao Insular International Inn, the Shrine of the Holy Infant of Prague, the Davao 
Museum, and the GAP farming resort, Coral Reef Beach resort, and Davao’s orchid Farm are among 
the several attraction of the place. These beautiful sceneries are not only for tourists and visitors but 
also for Dabawenyos to appreciate. 
 
HISTORY OF DAVAO: THE ORIGIN AND PEOPLING OF DAVAO 
 
According to the difference sources I gathered, the name Davao has many interesting 
meanings and origins. Folktales about Davao are too many, and its origin of the name is a more of 
folklore than a fact. The word Davao is said to have derived its name from the word Daba-daba 
which means a region of flames or fire as recorded in the books of the early Jesuit priests. Other 
sources believed that the word has a Bagobo origin which means the sacred brush that belonged to 
the early Bagobos named Datu Duli. Another version, some say Davao derived from the name of a 
Manobo rebel named Dabaw. Others maintain that the name was derived from the word dabahon, a 
big basin for laundering used by the natives. Another derivation was from the word daba meaning 
earthen pot or palayok which the early natives made as their means of livelihood. Among the many 
sources mentioned, the first one is the most accepted and as time went on, Daba-daba was 
shortened to Dava and letter o was added to become the present name Davao. But for the native 
Dabawenyos prefer to believe that Davao was derived its name from the great which is the early 
Tagabawa tribe called it Dabu, the Guingans called it Duhwow and the Obo called it Davoh. Later, 
the three names given to the river by these early natives were incorporated into what is Davao.3 
 
Davao, its early beginnings was peopled by different races and groups from different region 
and countries. The waves of migration into the Philippines from the Asian countries of Borneo, 
Malaysia, Indonesia and Persia via the Celebes Sea landed in Mindanao and expand their exploration 
through the north.4 From this migrations in history came the aboriginal/ethnic tribes which are 
varied in cultures and racial types. Since 1832 as recalled 
 
3 Dabbay, Gloria. Davao City: It’s History and Progress. 1987 
 
4 Ibid. pp. 16 
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by Salvador Pacis (1950), the different tribes of Indonesian and Mongoloid stock settled for most 
part of Davao. From Malalag to Batulaki, Tagacaulo, Bilanes and Sangils all of which are located in 
the southern portion of Davao populated in the coastal villages. While the eastern region, Mandayas 
(Kapalong area) and Atas (Kilagdeng, Camansa, and between the boundary of Davao and Bukidnon) 
people the coastal towns forming a cordon against the Moro raiders for mutual protection and 
defense. 
 
SPANISH CONQUEST IN DAVAO 
 
In the past, Spanish influence was hardly felt in Davao until 1847 when an expedition led by 
Don Jose Uyanguren came to establish a Christian settlement in an area of mangrove swamps that is 
now Bolton Riverside. Davao was then ruled by a Moro chieftain, Datu Bago, who held his 
settlement at the banks of Davao River (formerly known as Tagloc River by the Bagobos). After 
Oyanguren defeated Datu Bago, he renamed the region Nueva Guipozcoa, in honor of his home in 
Spain, and became its first governor. Oyanguren’s efforts to develop the area, however, did not 
prosper. (Will be discussed further in the next chapter) 
 
According to Davao archives, the first documented arrival of the Spaniards in Davao soil was 
as early as February 5, 1543. In national history, after Ferdinand Magellan’s expedition in the 
Philippines, it was followed by several other expeditions such as Loaisa, Cabot, Saavedra, Villalobs 
and Legaspi’s expedition – the successful among the five expeditions, that were sent by the Spanish 
monarchy to reassert their claims of the Philippines which was known then as Islas del Poniente or 
the sunset islands.5 
 
Saavedra and Villalobos expedition were able to reach Mindanao soil but unable to colonize 
the area. Saavedra expedition led by Alvaro Saavedra Ceron successfully reached the island of 
Surigao but natives were hostile against foreign invaders. On the other hand, it was in 1542 when 
King Charles I commissioned Ruy Lopez de Villalobos to lay claim again of the archipelago. As 
recorded, Villalobos and his men were able to reached the Baganga Bay is what is known as part of 
the present Davao Oriental in 1543. They sailed southward and thru the west and found the 
Sarangani Island in the southern part of the present day Davao del Sur and named it Antonia. It is 
also noted that it was Villalobos expedition from which the archipelago was named Philippines after 
reaching the island of Leyte which they called Felipina. The Spaniards, however, failed to establish a 
colony, more so in Mindanao.6 
 
Spanish penetration in Davao started in 1848 when a certain Don Jose Oyanguren, a Spanish lawyer 
turned trader was sent by Spanish Governor General Narciso Claveria, launched an expedition 
composed of his own soldiers with their families and volunteer’s soldier, defeated the Muslims 
under Datu Bago. According to the University of Mindanao Future Social Studies Teacher 
Organization, when the Spaniards came in 1848, they saw a community of Bagobos, Mandayas, Atas, 
Manobos, Tagacaolos, Guingans, and Moros. Oyanguren and his group with a Recollect priest 
started to build a Christian settlement. Spanish conquest in Davao region was not easy as they faces 
hostile resistance from the hands of the natives and Moro…and one of those who strongly resist on 















DATU BAGO’S SPANISH DEFIANCE 
 
Mac Tui’s said on his book Davao 1890-1910: Conquest and Resistance in the Garden of 
Gods, “there would not be any controversy regarding the heroism of Datu Bago. Davao was the last 
unoccupied territory in the Philippines, and Datu Bago heroically defended it against Spanish 
expansion”. 
 
Prior to the coming of the Spaniards in Davao, there was indeed a tension between and 
among the tribes. The Spaniards who were masters in the art of divide and rule and successfully 
drew the Samals over to their side by promising to exemption the tribute, however, this was not 
true as the Samals later on will be forcefully paid a tax. 
 
When the Spaniards came, Davao was then ruled by a chieftain named Bago who had his 
settlement on the Banks of Davao River (then called Tagloc River by the Bagobos). At that period, 
Datu Bago was considered as the most powerful datu at the gulf area. As part of Spanish aim to 
Christianize and thereafter establish a Spanish colony in the area, Datu Bago’s resistance against 
foreign invaders became a difficulty to Uyanguren and his men. 
 
In April of 1848, Uyanguren’s forces began the assault on Datu Bago’s kutas (fortification) in 
Davao River, one of which is located near the Trading Boulevard, and the other near Generoso 
Bridge (present day bankerohan). Despite of the less empowered facilities of the natives, 
nonetheless the Spaniards had difficult in attacking Bato’s kutas because the ships could not 
maneuver in the river. In order to attack on the fortifications, the Spaniards had to bring down their 
heavy guns at Piapi and build a causeway to where the firepower could be put to advantage.7 
 
The Battle of Davao lasted for three months as Datu Bago’s forces fought tenaciously. He 
(Datu Bago) though that the Spaniards would eventually leave since that was the usual pattern of 
Spanish attack: destroy and burn the settlements, then leave. He did not know that Uyanguren was 
not a punitive expedition in addition, fueled by Uyanguren’s greed. Since Uyanguren was 
determined to take over the territory and monopolize the wealth of the land. 
 
According to Mac Tui’s basing from his oral history conducted, Datu Bago’s sent reinforcements to 
the chieftain around the gulf, including as far as Kabacan. However his fate is doomed. Spanish 
artilleries and ammunitions were more powerful than that of the Datu Bago’s and his men. Governor 
General Claveria had earlier purchased three new steam boats (Eluno, Magellan and Reina de 
Castilla) from the British in January 1848. The Governor led a punitive expedition against Datu Bago 
and his men and so with other natives which are hostile to Spanish objective of colonization. 
 
As related by Corcino, “Datu Bago’s son Malano, known to be fearless in combat was killed 
by an artillery shot. On the other hand, Datu Bago’s residence suffered a direct hit as well, killing his 
wife first, Bai Gomogonop. When Datu Bago realized that his kutas could no longer defend, he 
decided to abandon it. His foces excaped upriver and scattered all over the gulf which led to 
Oyanguren’s occupation of Datu Bago’s fortification on June 29, 1848, the day of feast of St. Peter. 




7 Tui, Macarui. Davao 1890-1910: Conquest and Resistance in the Garden of Gods. UP Center for 




There were two versions about the fate of Datu Bago after abandoning his kuta. One version 
is that he was captured in Lapanday at the site now known as Oyanguren where he was killed by a 
firing squad. This is also the version of Barabag Kampilo of Sirawan who adds that somebody took 
Datu Bago’s sword and pretended to be a Datu. But the new accepted version is that Datu Bago 
managed to escape passing by Buhisan in Bunawan, and finally to Tagum where he died. He was 
buried in Pagsabangan where the Libuganon and Salug meet to form Tagum River (usually called the 
Bingcungan River) which drains into Davao Gulf.8 
 
Most oral historical versions agree that Datu Bago was already old in defiance against Don 
Uyanguren and Spanish forces in Davao. He is usually described as sick. Most likely it was Malano, 
Datu Bago’s son, who was leading the forces of Datu Bago, with the assistance of a war council 
composed of Datu Ebno, Bago’s grandson and Datu Bagacay. Historian Palma Gil added lists of Datu 
Bago’s allies as follows: Datu Pagpogosan of Lupon, Datu Matao of Matiao, Datu Casigaman and the 
Datu of Padada. 
 
As regards to the origin of Datu Bago, much controversy has been circulating. Cesar Adib 
Majul states that Datu Bago was the son of one of the men of Datu Teteng of Sulu who led attacks 
against various foreign interests in the Sulu area. A cousing of Sultan mohammad Israel (reigns 1773 
– 1778), Datu Teteng was also believed to have staged attacks in the Celebes. But his biggest success 
was his assault in 1775 on the British fort on Balambangan Island where he took a booty consisting 
of, among other things, 45 pieces of artillery of different calibers, 228 muskets, 35 pistols, 22,000 
rounds of ammunition, 45 swords, and other assorted arms. 
 
In his book East Asian Countries, Culture and Progress, Lomosco supports the Sulu tradition. He 
mentions a Manintua Bago, one of the men of Datu Teteng, as the father of the famous Datu Bago. 
He describes a Datu Bago who continued his father’s fight against the foreigners. Datu Bago 
supposedly helped Fransciso Dagohoy’s revolt in Bohol, although indirectly. Lomosco’s version 
states that his adventures, Datu Bago settled in Davao around the 1820s. As we know that Datu 
Bago was already in Davao as of 1800 based on Spanish sources. 
 
Meanhwile, Davao traditions says Datu Bago was a Maguindanaon or more accurately, that 
he came from Maguindanao, a tradition supported by the descendants of Datu Bago in Davao. 
However, there was contrary version as it claimed by former Mayor Elias B. Lopez that Datu Bago is a 
bagobo. Barabag Campilo, a Kalagan from Sirawan, also makes the same claim. Informants who 
follow the Magindanao lineage of datu Bago says that he was a royal blood and many local datu 
families in the Davao area usually trace their roots to the Magiundanao sultanat. Interestingly, the 
tarsilas of most Davao datu families also echo’s Majul’s statement that their ancestors came from 
Maguindanao to Davao in order to carve out a kingdom for themselves as they had no chance to rule 




8 Tui, Macarui. Davao 1890 -1910: Conquest and Resistance in the Garden of Gods. UP Center for 
Integrative and Developmental Studies, Quezon City, 2003. 
 
9 Tui, Macarui. Davao 1890-1910: Conquest and Resistance in the Garden of Gods. UP Center for 






But despite of the many versions of origins of Datu Bago, Macariu Tui after a thorough 
comparison of difference tarsilas and local history, he pictured Datu Bago as the following. Datu 
Bago was born in the late 1770s in the Saranggani Bay. His father was Datu Taup, son of Sultan 
Malinog of the House of Buayan while his mother was Sitti Dayang Nowira, a daughter of Tausug 
datu who fought under the famous Datu Teteng. When his father died in 1748, the sultanate 
passed on to Sultan Pakir Maulana Kamza, a cousin of Taup. As Taup or his siblings could not 
hope to succeed to the sultanate, he then moved to Sogod Buayan in Sarangani to establish his 
own rule. They choose Davao as a place of settlement when he grew older because of its 
importance around Davao gulf. 
 
It was in Davao where Datu Bago met his wife Wayturadan (Peerless), the daughter of 
Datu Kamili. His marriage suggests closed interconnection between the Maguindanao and 
Kalagan royalties thus becoming a welcome addition to the Davao elite. At a young age, Datu 
Bago already is showing his prowess considered as one of the most powerful datus, if not the 
most powerful in Davao gulf. He uses the name Campsa Israel showcasing the royal houses of 
Maguindanao and Sulu thus reminding people that his descendants were of highest royalty. 
Around 1804, he was known as Mucamad Amilbansa sahariyal which the name again displayed a 
combination of Maguindanao and Tausug origin. 
 
Meanwhile, after Datu Bago’s escape and his initial defeat, the Kalagans continued to 
resist the Spaniards. The resistance tool form of refusal to form reduction and to pay tribute to 
the Spaniards. In addition, the Spaniards also set up a shadow governemtn in areas where they 
succeed in setting up reductions. The Kalagan’s last organized attempt to expel the Spaniards 
was in 1861 when they rose up and assassinated Governor Jose Pinzon. 
 
ESTABLISHMENT OF DAVAO AND ITS POLITICAL EVOLUTION (1848-1894) 
 
ESTABLISHMENT OF DAVAO 
 
Davao or Nueva Guipuzcoa (first Spanish name) was not known as a geopolitical entity 
until the middle of the 19th century. It was Governor Narciso Claveria10 established the province 
of Davao in 1849 through a decree, a decree which was a concession given to Jose Oyanguren 
who used to be a merchant of the province. The concession was a result of several events 




10 Governor General Narciso Claveria y Zaldua arrived in Manila aboard a British ship on July 
13, 1844. He assumed office by October 16 succeeding GG Francsico de Paula Alcala dela 
Torre. Claveria’s instruction from Spain were to exert utmost efforts to preserve Spanish 
sovereignty; adopt measures to retain the Filipinos’ confidence, esteem, and respect for the 
Spaniards He was described as fair, honest and enterprising, endeavored to deserve his trust 
in discharging his office during his five year term. One of his significant actions, which 
influenced the history of Davao, was his acquisition of a steamship, which he employed in the 
campaign against the Moros who refused to recognized Spanish sovereignty. 
 
11 Gloria, Heidi K. Ang Kasaysayan ng Davao, 1847-1945: Isang Ulat ng Pananaliksik. Ateneo 





The decree reflects Governor General Narciso Claveria’s appreciation for the courageous  
exploit of Jose Oyanguren12 in gaining control of the Gulf territory. Furthermore he named the newly 
conquered territory as Nueva Guipuzcoa in commemoration of Oyanguren’s home province in Spain. 
The capital settlement was named Nueva Vergara, in honor of Oyanguren’s hometown, Vergara. 
 
At this period, trading was extensively conducted within Mindanao. Since, there were no 
established couriers sending products and supplies in Manila to Mindanao and vice versa, 
commercial vessel were used to transport them to specific places. In every port where these vessels 
stopped, the greater part of their transactions pertained to the selling or bartering of the cargo from 
Manila with those available in provincial ports. Among these vessels is San Rufo, working in the 
trading posts of eastern Mindanao. Its owner was based in Tandag, and he had an Italian partner 
from Manila who represented several business houses there, and like the boat owner, usually came 
with the vessel to conduct business and supervise the crew. The extent of San Rufo’s business 
coverage little by little from Surigao to Tandag and Bislig plus other communities along its route, 
until it reached Sigaboy where it loaded a good quantity of forest products bartered from Manobos 
for the Manila market. That experience became an eye opener to the traders. The abundance of 
product for trade in the Davao Gulf coast has kept them yearning for more opportunities to come to 
the area to expand their business. 
 
With proper connections, San Rufo traders brought a letter from Sultan Iskandar 
Qudratullah of Maguindanao to the Chief Datu of Davao Gulf, the elderly Datu Mama Bago. As 
quoted on the works of Heidi Gloria, the letters signifies the economic intention of the traders in 
going to Davao Gulf. 
 
However, despite of the Sultan’s letter, the ship was assaulted by the Moros (Muslims) 
which led to skirmishes between the two camps, thus resulted to the death of Spanish troops 
leaving only two – the Captain and the Italian servant - but were captured by the Moros. 
Fortunately, the two was able to escaped making their way to Pundaguitan then to Surigao, the third 
district of Spanish government in Mindanao. From there, they relate what had occurred on the San 
Rufo. Those Spaniards who did not join the voyage of San Rufo manages to go and hide in Tagum 
and then went straight to Lanao.13 
 
This particular event easily spread in Manila and the Spanish government wanted Sultan 
Qudratullah to take full responsibility of the action of the Moros, however, he refuses to do so. 
Instead, the sultan did not recognize the Moros in the province since the letter was not respected by 
them. Governor General Claveria sent Brigadier General Agustin Bocolan, together with Zamboanga 
Governor Cayetano Figueroa, to confront the sultan about the San Rufo pillage. Unable to provide a 
satisfactory explanation, the sultan made a signed treaty with the Spaniards ceding the Davao Gulf 
territory to Spanish control. When Jose Oyanguren knew the news, he wanted to fully conquer the 
province. He wrote a letter to Governor General Claveria stating his intention and plans and to 




12 Don Jose Oyanguren y Cruz sailed to Manila in 1835. He enrolled himself in the newly opened 
Faculty of Law at the University of Sto. Tomas. Later he served as a juez de letrado (judge) in 
Tondo. The district at that time encompassed what may be compared now to the entire Metro 
Manila jurisdiction. 
 
13 Linao as termed in the Letter from F. Quirico More to the Superior of the Missions (Emma Blair 




“Iminungkahi niya sa huli ang pagsakop sa Davao sa pamamagitan ng paghirang sa kanya 
bilang konkistador nito”.14 
 
Jose Oyanguren promised to fight and let the Moros surrendered their arms and themselves 
to the Spanish government. Right after, he also wanted to establish Christian communities and lead 
on the spreading of Catholicism in the region especially to the natives. He also promised to develop 
Davao economically as part of the Spanish colonial government. In return with all his sacrifices and 
hardworking, he requested on his petition letter to give him the privilege to monopolize the 
economy in a span of ten years and appoint him as governor of the province. Governor General 
Narciso Calveria’s response was optimistic owing to the promises made by Jose Oyanhuren. 
Oyanguren’s concession was signed on February 27, 1847. Through this concession, Oyanguren 
became the governor of Davao in the next ten years and was given the right to monopolize 
economic activities within the next six years. His authority extended all throughout Davao province 
including Caraga and Bislig.15 
 
The new province establish by Jose Oyanguren along the river of Tagloc was named as 
Nueva Guipuzcoa and the town named Nueva Vergara, a name taken from his resident town in 
Spain. This newly established town has one convent which serves also as a government institution 
and a penitentiary. There is also a primary school and a public cemetery. Tercio de Policia was 
created to look for the welfare of his constituents. The new town has four barangays which was 
formed on 1853 until 1860. In his 14 years of administering Davao, Oyanguren busied himself going 
around the villages of Davao Gulf to assess their potentialities, which might be brought into the 
mainstream of trade and commercial life of the region. He enjoined the native inhabitants to live 
together in a form of reducciones. However, when he checked the progress of the plan, he realized 
that nothing was ever accomplished at all. The Moros had interfered, telling the natives not to 
follow Oyanguren’s instruction. Coupled with this Moro problem was aggravated by his business 
partners in Manila who failed to come up with the support expected of them. He felt he was 
abandoned because a year had passed after the conquest, yet no ships or small vessels arrived in the 
new settlements. Optimistically, to lift up his spirits, he was encouraged by his friend and confessor, 
Fr. Lopez and his successor, Fr. Magallon de San Crispin. 
 
Because of these problem encountered, the newly established town of Nueva Vergara did 
not lived longer. In 1848, a military ship of the English headed by Sir James Brooke – an English 
adventurer who was hailed as a Rahaj of Borneo in 1841 – landed along the vicinity. Brooke’s 
intention was to invite the Sultan of Jolo to sign an agreement giving the English privileges that the 
Spaniards did not received in Mindanao. The agreement was signed by the Sultan on the 29th of May 
1848. The main content of the said agreement was that the Sultan of Jolo should not engage to 
other European foreigners without the approval of the powerful English. This agreement of Sir James 
Brooke and the Sultan of Jolo will last until two years. 
 
The Spaniards in Mindanao especially in the vicinity of Davao and Caraga was affected to the 
agreement made between the Sultan and the English, which made them to attack Jolo led by 




14 Gloria, Heidi K. Ang Kasaysayan ng Davao, 1847-1945: Isang Ulat ng Pananaliksik. Ateneo 
Research Office, Davao City, 1979. p. 27
 
15 Ibid. p. 28.
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They made the Sultan of Jolo surrendered with his defense forces and forced them to sign an 
agreement to give the Spaniards a full authority in Jolo and neighboring provinces. This event, 
however, did not brought good result to Jose Oyanguren and his newly established Nueva Vergara. 
The new Spanish governor general has no sympathy on the concession made by his predecessor 
Claveria to Jose Oyanguren, thus made him to decide to consider the concession null and void 
because Oyanguren could not provide evidences that Nueva Vergara and the rest of Davao were not 
develop during his term. Such condition was furthermore attested by Manuel Buzete through a 
letter in 1851. Davao is a small province with few inhabitants in each house. The center of the 
province is quite far and has no networks with other provinces and neighboring towns. Agricultural 
lands were rich and large; however, nobody wanted to plant crops. The miserable plight of Davao 
was blamed by Governor General Solana to Jose Oyanguren. In 1858, Nueva Vergara was replaced to 
a military government making them the 4th district of Mindanao. Since then, the place was named 





4TH DISTRICT OFMINDANAO 
 
Through decree of 1860, Davao became the 4th district government including Caraga and 
Sarangani.16 Its extensive territory no longer compasses the former province of Nueva Guipuzcoa 
during Jose Oyanguren’s time. However, the territory’s extensiveness became a problem to the 
present administration. Jose Oyanguren was replaced by a certain captain of Infanteria in 1856, 
eventuallywas promoted to a military governor general together. He will supervise the new district 
together with other lesser officials such as juez de Primera Instancia, Administrador de Hacienda, 
Subdelegado dela Marina and few others. The new administration has its new naval station. On the 
other hand, a religious function was created by the missionaries of Jesus Company (Compania de 
Jesus). 
 
Same as before, nothing change in terms of its associations with other provinces and 
neighboring towns. The naval military ship from Zamboanga is the only means to get news outside 
Davao at the same time transmits the need of the new district, delievering it twice in a year. The 
province is made of two visita – Mati and Sigaboy – and one municipality.17 Because of these 
conditions, the priest administrator of the Jesuits suggested that Caraga and Sarangani will be 
separated as part of the 4th district of Davao. But if this will not be accepted by the governor general, 
the other alternative is to change the municipality of Davao into another place. In the end, it was not 
received well by the governor general. 
 
Samal: The Spanish government wanted towns of Davao to be a part of the so called 
reduction plan. This plan is a gathering of the inhabitants into one peaceful community in 
preparation of conversion to Roman Catholicism and creating them as a municipality (under the 
Spanish government). The first thing the Spanish government did was to call Datu Taupan – head of 
Samal – and invited him to unite with the government. Datu Taupan is a friend and ally of the 
Spaniards against the Moros during Oyanguren’s time. 
 
In 1866, Governor Politico – military Antonio del Campo went to Samal with Toracio Civil and 
other Spanish officials to get start with the reduction plan in Samal. He gathered the inhabitants of 
Samal to explain to them the reasons in conducting the plan, the creation of a local government, and 
to recognize Datu Taupan as their leader representing the Spanish government. After, the Spaniards 
conducted a census among the five barangays – Tagdilao, Binoling, Malipano, Lidao and Liboac. After 
conducting the census, the local government noticed that there was a little populace living in Samal. 
One of the modifications when Samal became part of the so called reduccion plan was the changing 
of the name of the head of the local government from Datu to “Matanda sa Nayon” encouraging the 
use of native terminologies. This plan was received positively by Datu Tuapan and the only thing he 




16 Lorenzo Moncada y Guillen, “Memorias Sobre El Cuarto Distrito”, Folio 1870-1890, Mga 
dokumento tungkol sa Davao sa Pambansang Artisibo ng Pilipinas, Manila. pp. 63-65.
 
17 Ibid. p. 67. 
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However, the serene community of Samal ended after the death of Datu Taupan. There 
were disagreements of who will succeed on the throne in accordance to the will of the Moro native 
or the decision of the Spanish government. With this, two leaders succeeded after Datu Taupan – 
Severo (inherited the throne according to the native tradition as respected by the Spanish 
government) and Batutan (appointed by the Moros of Davao for Samal). This issue was not settled 
until Samal was added another reduccion – San Ramon, Alcira, Penaplanta, Cervera, Tarifa, and 
Carmona.18 Throughout this period, Samal was settled by diverse problems – politically and 
economically. The finances of the province are divided not only to the convert Christians but to the 
Moros and Atas of Culaman. 
 
Manresa: The town of Manresa was created in 1883. Its colorful history was narrated by 
Pedro Pastells. The negotiation started between the two leaders, Masaudin and Eusebio. In its initial 
talked, the Mandaya followed their tradition by killing a pig as a food for festivity. Drinking, singing, 
and dancing characterized the gathering of leaders and its constituents. The negotiation and festivity 
lasted for two days which led also to Pedro Pastells creation of a 402 inhabitants of a new town. 
Masaudlin, Fausto, and Simeon were appointed by Pastells as captains while D. Policarpio Mapayo, 
Inspektor at D. Gregorio Moralizon as visitador officials. 
 
Mati (1860 – 1894): Mati province is located along the Pujada of Pacific coast. The place has 
three ports which are very important to Mati in particular and Davao in general. Aside from the 
bays, Mati consist of small islets which serve as their protection during strong winds and heavy rains. 
In southern Mati, there is another place called Macambol. The local government wanted to put up 
another town because of the resources like almaciga and biao which is the main product of trading 
in Davao.19 The idea of creating another town was made Juan Nazareno, former gobernadorcillo of 
Baganga (Surigao). However, this idea was not approved by the administration of the 4th district. 
After four years, the plan was realized and made Faviano Diving as the person in charge of the new 
town. Together, newly converts of Christianity were prisoners who escaped from Tandag Jail, few 
populace from Mampanon, 20 from Manurigao, and three from Baganga.20 
 
During this period, Mati is a Moro community headed by Datu Sumlug. They were befriended by the 
newly converts Christians who came from neighboring towns and gave them gifts. After two months, 
Governor of Davao Enrique Garcia visited Mati and appointed local officials. In 1867, Mati was 
visited by the first Christian missionary Franscisco Lenguas who built a small church and baptized 
children of the Christian masses. In 1889-1890 two catastrophes experience in Mati – first was the 
strong earthquake that demolishes several structures and buildings; second is a long drought of heat 
which destroy agricultural lands and crops. Because of these catastrophes, the government of Davao 
implemented some rules to address the problem. The inhabitants of Mati were instructed to plants 
crops like camote, banana to feed them. Leaders in each town should supervise their inhabitants or 
else they will face consequences from the government21. 
 
 
18 Gloria, Heidi K. Ang Kasaysayan ng Davao, 1847-1945: Isang Ulat ng Pananaliksik. Ateneo 
Research Office, Davao City, 1979. p. 74. 
 
19 Gloria, Heidi K. Ang Kasaysayan ng Davao, 1847-1945: Isang Ulat ng Pananaliksik. Ateneo 
Research Office, Davao City, 1979. p. 82. 
 
20 Expediente Numero 10. “Sobre la reunion de imprisos la parraoquia de Davao” 1880. 
Translated from the works of Dr. Heidi Gloria, Ang Kasaysayan ng Davao. 
 
21 Gloria, Heidi K. Ang Kasaysayan ng Davao, 1847-1945: Isang Ulat ng Pananaliksik. Ateneo 
Research Office, Davao City, 1979. p. 84. 
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Sarangani: Sarangani is located in southern district of Davao. It consists of several islands 
and the biggest among them is called as “Balut”. The inhabitants are the native B’laans (headed by 
two datus – Tumangon and Bago) and the Moros. The next largest island is Tumanao where it has 
three large ports – Tumanao, Patuco, and Boai. 
 
In 1870 – 1875, Jose Saavedra, a mestizo from Zamboanga and Panay, an Indio from Pollok, 
Cotabato served as a representatives of Sarangani to Davao. They engage business in Balut in 1873; 
however, they were faced with the hostile moros of the area. But despite the resistance of the 
Moros, the two representatives was able to develop the business and trading in Saranggani. After 
developing the area, both Saaverda and Panay leaved Sarangani and went to other neighboring 
towns to establish trading and business as well to the local populace. 
 
Moreover, there were numbers of Christian visited and eventually settled in Saranggani to 
engage business and trading to local inhabitants like Marcelo de Jesus and Esteban Fernandez. 
Nevertheless, due to the continuing resistance of the Moros, the Spanish government established a 
naval station within the area to finally conquer and control Sarangani and became part of the district 
of Davao. Due to strong men and modern weapons, the Moros could do nothing but to accept 
Spanish sovereignty. But on the other hand, there were Moros who really refused to be subjected 
thus conflicts every now and then happens in Sarangani between the Moros and Spanish soldiers. 
 
Moncayo, Tagum, Salug, and Libuganon: Moncayo was the first municipality created in the 
northern Davao headed by a gobernadorcillo Dagohoy. At that time, it was only composed of 30 
families. Tagum and Salug were explored in 1877. In the exploration, Spanish officials found out the 
communities of Mandaya and Atas. They were under the control of the Muslims and were 
prohibited to stay and lived along seashore which is the favorite place of the Moros. In addition, 
Mandayas and Atas were also forbidden to associate themselves with the Christians. 
 
Tagum was also part of the reduction plan of the Spanish government. The first gathering was 
conducted by P. Gisbert. There was a difficulty at first, but eventually, they were able to get the 
support of the local inhabitants. Giving of gifts was of great help in getting their support. On the 
other hand, Compostela, was explored in 1882. The reduction was composed of the native 
Mandayas, Manguanga, and Manobo. After Compostela, Pilar was the next to be explored. The two 
newly reduccion towns of Compostela and Pilar served as one of the most important towns since 
they link to Caraga and Agusan in going to Davao. 
 
The biggest reduction was Lobo in 1882 inhabited by the Bagobo community. This reduction 
activity was done by two Christians namely Marcelo de Jesus and Angel Brioso. Its greatest asset to 
the missionaries were the presence of flowing clean and clear water which came from Tabing and 
Corril rivers. The Bagobo community has huge agricultural lands with healthy crops like maize, 
tobacco, and coconut. The leaders were already instructed of the new religion – Christianity. Among 




22 Gloria, Heidi K. Ang Kasaysayan ng Davao, 1847-1945: Isang Ulat ng Pananaliksik. Ateneo 









A few years after the Americans won over the Spaniards in the Spanish American war of 
1898, private farm ownership grew and transportation and communication facilities were improved, 
the paving the way for the region’s economic growth. The first batches of Americans who set forth in 
the Davao province were members of the first survey mission and the commanders of military units 
sent to maintain peace. It started with the arrival of Major Hunter Liggett who headed the first 
American military force on an expedition mission, together with Captain Burchfield and Jerry 
Roscom. Later, this military administration was then followed by a civilian administration. In 1901, 
the municipal government of Davao was established by virtue of Act No. 82 of the Second Philippine 
Commission. It was presided by Damasco Suazo. In 1903, the Moro Province was established thus 
Davao became part as a district of the province which includes Jolo, Lanao, Zamboanga, and 
Cotabato. Next batches of Americans who ventured the province were the American veterans who 
encouraged settling at Davao. These American veterans were discharged soldiers who became 
plantation owners. However, American plantation owners left in the early 1900s and they were 
replaced by the Japanese who developed the abaca plantations of their own by acquiring land 
mostly owned by the Bagobo tribe. 
 
Commonwealth period: It was in this period that the capital town of Davao was converted 
into a chartered city, now the city of Davao. Davao city as known today was used to be a part of one 
Davao Province before it was divided into three different provinces in 1967. Its formal inauguration 
was on March 1, 1937 approved by the Philippine Assembly and signed into a law by President 
Manuel Quezon in 1936. 
 
JAPANESE PERIOD 
Meanwhile, a Japanese entrepreneur named Kichisaburo Ohta was granted permission to 
exploit vast territories into abaca and coconut plantations. The first wave of Japanese plantation 
workers came onto Davao shore in 1903, creating a Japan Kuo, or little Japan. They established their 
own schools; they had their own newspaper, an embassy, and even a Shinto shrine. In totality, they 
established extensive abaca plantations around the shores of Davao Gulf and developed large scales 
commercial interests such as copra, timber, fishing, and import and export trading. Through all the 
business ventures made by the Japanese, the Filipinos learned the techniques of improved 
cultivation from them, thus agriculture became the lifeblood of the province’s economic prosperity. 
 
When the World War II broke out, the airport of Davao city was bombed by Japanese planes 
on December 8, 1941 that day after they bombed US Naval harbor in Hawaii. But their actual landing 
happened on December 20, 1941, a couple of weeks following the bombing. As a reaction, 
Dabawneyos evacuated to the mountainside but some opted to stay within the city. The city was 
then occupied by the Japanese forces under the command of Admiral Shiroya. The Japanese settlers 
in Davao city became the soldiers of the Japanese Imperial City who became the occupation units 
and controlled Davao city. Japanese business executives turned out to be military majors and 
colonels. 
 
During the occupation, the prevailing means of livelihood were farming and buy and sell 
activities, and government employees. Public elementary and secondary schools in poblacion were 
opened and the Japanese Language (Niponggo) was taught to the students together with the 
National Language. On the negative side, life has not been normal to the Filipinos because many 
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were victims of the atrocities committed by the Japanese soldiers. About the end of Japanese rule, 
the city was constantly bombarded by the American Air Forces. 
 
Third Philippine Republic: Soon after the liberation of Davao City, it was reestablished on 
July 4, 1946. Atty. Leon Garcia Sr, was appointed by the first president of the Third Republic – 
Manuel Roxas. As part of his program, he prioritized the restoration work of the buildings which was 
destroyed during the war. This period also saw the influx of people. Business of all sorts was 
established in the city. Civic organization was organized. More and more schools both private and 
public were opened. Industrial plants and factories can be found in the city during this period during 




Geographically, Davao is one of the most fascinating places to visit in. It could offer so many 
things such as tourist spots and the natives were hospitable. The city is progressive, commercial, 
industrial and agricultural center of Mindanao. In terms of natural resources, it offers quite a lot and 
of different species of animals, plants and forest; cold and hot springs, lake and white sand beaches 
are among them. 
 
Speaking of people, Davao is composed of many ethnic cultural groups of diverse 
backgrounds, customs, and dialects that co exist over a long period of time. These ethnic groups and 
culture are varied as their customs and beliefs. The varied cultures are Spanish, Americans, 
Japanese, Chinese compounded with the indigenous ethnic tribes, Muslim, and Christian 
communities. It is a microcosm of cultures and society because it is a community wherein three 
community patterns interwoven in each other – indigenous tribes, the Muslims, and the Christians. 
 
Historically, Spanish intrusion in Davao region started in 1847 when an expedition led by 
Jose Oyanguren came to establish Christian settlements. Though successful in the latter parts, the 
Spaniards were still successful in the context of conquest because of Christian converts from the 
natives and some Moros and the establishment of newly Christian settlements. After the revolution 
broke out, the Jesuits and Spanish officials leave the province and several of them went back to 
Spain. 
 
Spanish establishment of a colony has never been easy. They were faced with a hostile 
resistance from various communities, from different tribes, and Moro populace. Specifically, one of 
them is Datu Bago. Though he fought for a short period of time, which almost perils his 
life…nonetheless, he fought with bravery and gallantry against Spanish intruders like what Lapu 
Lapu, the ruler of Mactan did. Datu Bago like any other local heroes in the Philippines, he deserves 
to earn a rightful place in the annals of Philippine history. In Davao, a conferment of the Datu Bago 
Award by the city of Davao men and woman who by their achievements had contributed in a large 
measures to its progress since 1969, an original idea of former mayor Elias B. Lopez to accord Datu 
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